
Cod. K0322

SAFEGATE is a practical, compact and lightweight security gate ideal for signaling and

securing open manholes during the maintenance of underground utilities networks, the

modularity of the product allows to compose many configuration of closures, can be put in

action in few seconds usable also in open linear extension.

PLASTIC SAFETY GATE AT
SQUARE CLOSURE OR USABLE
AS LINEAR BARRIER SAFEGATE

cm 75

cm 100

cm 8
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SIDE DIMENSION (in square closure) cm 75 x 75 HEIGHT cm 100    

WEIGHT (of the basic module of 4 elements) Kg 8 WEIGHT OF ONE SIDE ELEMENT  Kg 2

DIMENSION  PACKED cm 75 x 100 x 8 MATERIAL HPDE  High density polyetilene

LINEAR EXTENSION max (of 4 elements module) cm 300

ADVANTAGES AND CHARACTERISTICS

Maximum safety + Maximum visibility + Easy to use, to  store and transport 

Practically Eternal Life + Impact Resistance + No Rust + UV Insensitivity

No sharp edges means no fingers cut from cross segment bars of the classic pantograph barriers, no dangerous "shear" effect

Produced in robust, non deformable, washable and recyclable plastic material

Practical, easy to use and folds in seconds 

Lightweight and stable, when “packed” can be stored anywhere   

The basic 4 pieces safe gate can be used not only as a square closed gate but also as a LINEAR BARRIER by bending the two
lateral sections slightly to give stability

Integral locking clips assure fast fastening of the sides and allows to open close the man passage when needed  

If joined with other gates elements using the clips can form an extended barrier, long as needed,  to close accesses 

Once used, you will no longer be using traditional metal pantograph type gates (which can be easily get rusted and deformed making 
them unusable and can cut and shred

PLASTIC SAFETY GATE AT
SQUARE CLOSURE OR USABLE
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Light, compact and easy to handle

Detail of the fastening of the sides

Detail of the locking clip


